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A cistern is also known as a “waterbak” or water collection system. In the past, cisterns were part of every home in Curacao, and 
usually located underneath the kitchen floor. As indoor plumbing became readily available people no longer saw the need for 
cisterns. With the prices water going up each year and lack of high quality well water, homeowners are seeing the importance of 
cisterns again. 
Every time the subject of cisterns is addressed I always get the comment that that DROV (government body that issues building 
permits) does not allow cisterns. When I submitted my drawings to DROV for our office expansion, we included a 25m3 cistern on 
the drawing. We got our building permit for the addition including the cistern. 
I have spoken to DROV about this subject and they do not have any issues with cisterns in any buildings. The only thing they require 
is a structural calculation for the cistern. GGD (health care department) is a bit more skeptical about cisterns since they have 
found that cisterns are usually not sealed and maintained properly. We had GGD inspect our cistern, and they approved of our 
cistern since it is properly sealed. 
  
How large should my cistern be?  
Simple answer: Make it as large as you possibly can. Most of the rainfall happens during a three month period during the year, so 
you want to collect as much water as you can during the rainy season. A rule that I follow is, have enough storage to store at least 
25% of the total yearly rainfall. Curacao averages 580mm of rainfall a year. If you have a roof area of 100m2 you can expect to 
collect a total of 58 cubic meters of rainwater a year (580mm*100m2=58m3). So ideally a house with a roof surface of 100m2 
should have a cistern of 14.5m3 (58*25%=14.5 m3). 
  
Common uses for cistern water:  

1. Irrigation  
2. Flushing toilets  
3. Washing clothes  
4. Bathing  
5. Washing cars 

 

 

 



  
What criteria to consider when planning a cistern:  

1. The cisterns should be 100% water tight  
2. The cistern should be easily accessible for inspection and cleaning  
3. The cistern should have close fitting lid that prevents any light or insects from entering  
4. Pipes and overflows should be screened with a corrosion resistant mesh with a maximum opening size of 0.65 millimeters. 

  
Catchment system:  
One of the most important aspects to a cistern is the actual collection system, be it gutters or flat roof. It is important to keep 
your catchment systems and or gutters clean, in order to guarantee the quality of your water. When doing gutter and roof 
inspections we have found gutters and roof drains clogged with dead animals or bird droppings. This will reduce the quality of your 
water and give an odor to your water. Also realize that rotten leaves in your gutters will also change the color of our water making 
it unattractive if you plan to use the water for flushing toilets. 
  
A proper catchment system should have the following:  

1. Install gutter guards in your gutters  
2. Keep gutters clean  
3. Install “roof washer” in order to keep sediment out of the cistern  
4. Inspect your catchment system at least once a month 

 

  
  
Above you can see a “roof washer” system. This system helps to limit the amount of dirt and dust from entering the cistern. 
  



 
a proper cistern hatch 

 
typical gutter guard 

The advantages of having a cistern: 

1. Free water  
2. Saves money on utility bills  
3. Makes efficient use of valuable recourse  
4. It’s great for irrigation  
5. It diminishes flooding, erosion 

Cisterns should be incorporated in all building designs. They are easy to install, operate and maintain. I encourage everyone that is 
designing a new building to add a cistern to their design. I also encourage existing homeowners who have cisterns but are not being 
used to start using them.  
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